Host Naye says:
Mission Summary: The USS Paula Greene was ordered to transport Doctor Sobotha and his team of Scientists from Starbase 71 to the planet Modara for a Federation Science conference.  As the ship prepared to head to the conference, a shuttle carrying supplies, virus samples, and a former member of Sobotha's team arrived.

Host Naye says:
When he attempted to transport the supplies over without clearance, the shuttle was sent packing by Captain Madred.  The Paula Greene has traveled to the Modaran system without further incident and is preparing to enter orbit.

Host Naye says:
They have been ordered to remain in orbit of Modara during the conference.  The crew has been offered the choice of joining the conference or enjoying shore leave.

Host Naye says:
"Just Another Conference" Chapter 2

Host Naye says:
<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>

CTO_Turnbull says:
::at tactical on the bridge going over security reports from his teams, nearing the end of a shift::

CMO_Qui says:
:: In her office reading about the conference and looking over the agenda ::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
::At the OPS console with flight slaved to it.::  XO:  Cmdr preparing for Orbit around Modara.

CEO_Burke says:
::in Main Engineering going over various logs::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::on the bridge, looking over the preparations for shore leave::

CTO_Turnbull says:
::feeling fatigued, summons a replacement to his station::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::lifts his head to look at OPS:: OPS : Very well.. Advise the Doctors that we are arriving..

CSO_Tsalea says:
::At her station, going through the newest reports.::

CMO_Qui says:
:: Leans back and places her feet on her desk getting comfortable, taking the PADD in hand as she continues to read ::

CSO_Tsalea says:
::Glances at her sensor logs::

CEO_Burke says:
::mutters under his breath as he goes through the reams of information trying to find that subtle clue he is looking for::

CTO_Turnbull says:
XO:  Sir, a moment if I may...

Host Doctor_Sobotha says:
::goes through his notes for the first seminar::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
XO:  Aye Sir...  ::Taps her control panel.:: *Dr Sobotha*:  Doctor we are now entering orbit of Modara.  You'll be cleared to transport down momentarily.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::taps his comm badge:: *Sickbay*  : Doctor... Is the Captain still in the containment room? How is his virosic Drul flu progressing?

Host Doctor_Sobotha says:
*OPS* About time.  Can I go to the transporter or do you insist I be escorted?

CSO_Tsalea says:
::Does not look back.  Quietly.::  XO:  Sensor readings normal..

CMO_Qui says:
*XO*  Doctor Qui, here sir.  The Captain is progressing nicely.  He had a serious bout, and it will take longer than normal for him to recover from it.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
*CMO* : Very well... That'll teach him to eat Drul delicacies without testing it for contaminants first..

OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Taken aback a moment.::  *Dr Sobotha*:  My apologies didn't know you were in a hurry... ::mutter::  You shoulda gotten out and pushed then.  ::In a clear voice.::  There is no reason for a escort Sir.  You are free to go by yourself to the transporter room unless you want an escort?

CEO_Burke says:
::frustrated, he turns off the padd, leans back in his chair and massages his forehead with his eyes closed::  Self:  I'm going to go batty if I keep reading those things.

CTO_Turnbull says:
XO:  Sir, I must check in to sickbay myself.  I feel more fatigue than I should, and am having difficulty focusing.

CMO_Qui says:
:: Smiles at the XO's comment ::  *XO* I'll keep you apprised of his recovery, sir.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::turns to tactical:: CTO : Very well.. Proceed..

Host Doctor_Sobotha says:
*OPS* No need to be testy Missy.  I just need to get ready for my seminar.

CTO_Turnbull says:
XO:  Thank you sir.  ::moves to the turbolift::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
*Dr Sobotha*:  I'm not a Missy, I'm a Lt.  Mushgrave out.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
*CMO* : Please do.. But don't let the Captain's bad luck keep you from R&R if you so wish it...

Host Doctor_Sobotha says:
::grabs his bag and nods to the rest of the team sitting around him as he heads out the door::

CEO_Burke says:
::feeling the need to get out of his office for a while, he gets up and checks the system to see what jobs are open.  A little repair work will calm him down::

CTO_Turnbull says:
::rides the turbolift quietly to deck 12::

CSO_Tsalea says:
::Quietly informs her staff of their arrival and preparations for the seminars.::

Host Doctor_Sobotha says:
ACTION: The USS Paula Greene enters orbit of Modara.

CMO_Qui says:
*XO* Thank you sir...I've got that covered.  I'll be attending the conference while the Captain is in the hands of Dr. Phyllis Inn

CTO_Turnbull says:
::exits the turbolift on Deck 12 and then walks down the hall to sickbay::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Turns and grins::  XO:  Dr Sobotha with the sunny disposition is on the way to the transporter room.  I don't think he liked out hospitality.  ::Looks at her console::  We have achieved orbit.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::gets up and moves closer to Tsalea...:: CSO : So.. Since Jafo's staying aboard, do you have any plans?

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
CSO : I was thinking of taking Aurora and the kids down to the planet for a picnic.. You up to it?

CEO_Burke says:
::signs out a job, grabs his personal tool kit, and heads for the TL::

Host Doctor_Sobotha says:
ACTION: Sobotha and his team arrive in Transporter Room one and prepare for transport.

CTO_Turnbull says:
::enters sickbay:: CMO:  Anyone home?

OPS_Mushgrave says:
<TR Chief> Dr Sobotha:  Good day Doctor.

CSO_Tsalea says:
::Turns::  XO:  I intend to attend a variety of seminars along the lines of genetics.

Host Doctor_Sobotha says:
<Doctor Johnson> *OPS* My apologies for Sobotha.  20 years in Federation science and he still isn't used to dealing with females.  Please forgive him.

CMO_Qui says:
:: Hears someone in sickbay and quickly removes her feet from her desk, rising and enters main sickbay... ::  CTO: Sir...can I help you?

CEO_Burke says:
::enters the TL::  TL: Sickbay.

CTO_Turnbull says:
::pokes around the seemingly empty sickbay::  CMO:  Ah...yes, Doctor.  I  seem to be feeling...well, rather out of sorts.

Host Doctor_Sobotha says:
TR Chief: How soon can we transport?

OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Chuckles::  Dr Johnson:  No apologies necessary.  He really didn't offend me.  Between you and I.  I just like yanking his chain.  He is just too easy.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::shakes head:: CSO : Come on... These seminars are usually pretty boring...

CSO_Tsalea says:
XO:  They are?

CMO_Qui says:
CTO: Please have a seat on this biobed... :: Turns and gets a tricorder ::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
CSO : Besides, you can always study the Seminar reports to catch up on things..

OPS_Mushgrave says:
<TR Chief> Dr Sobotha:  When I get clearance from Lt Mushgrave.  I should have it momentarily.

CTO_Turnbull says:
::hops up on biobed::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
CSO : Sure they are.. Now.. An day on a quiet little meadow, with three little devils.. Now there's an adventure.. ::winks at her::

CEO_Burke says:
::arriving, he exits the TL and takes the short walk down to Sickbay.  The doors part and he walks in::

CTO_Turnbull says:
CMO:  I'm more fatigued than I should be, and I am having trouble focusing my attention.

Host Doctor_Sobotha says:
<Doctor Johnson> *OPS* I won't tell him you said that. ::grins::

Host Doctor_Sobotha says:
TR Chief: Well, let's get on with it.  I'm busy.

OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Takes her time.  Goes through her reports.::

CSO_Tsalea says:
XO:  If that were true, there would be no need for seminars.  ::Tilts her head::  You have something in mind?  What about Aurora?

CMO_Qui says:
:: Returns and begins to scan the CTO ::   CTO: Have you been feeling this way for a while?

CTO_Turnbull says:
CMO:  Only for the last 2 hours.

Host Doctor_Sobotha says:
::motions his team to the transporter padd::

CMO_Qui says:
CTO: And when did you last eat?

OPS_Mushgrave says:
<TR Chief> Dr Sobotha:  Actually you are standing in the transporter room.  Nothing busy with that.  ::Grins::  If I transport you before I get clearance, the Lt would have my hide.

Host Doctor_Sobotha says:
TR Chief: If that child doesn't authorize clearance soon, you'll both be explaining a lot of this to my superiors!

CEO_Burke says:
::notices one of the med staff talking with the CTO, and slips into the CMO's office.  The request he picked up was for the CMO's console::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
CSO : I'm sure she wouldn't mind you tagging along.. Especially with Jafo where he is...

Host Doctor_Sobotha says:
*OPS* Lieutenant Missy, authorize transport.

Host Doctor_Sobotha says:
<Johnson> ::tries to calm down the doctor::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
<TR Chief> Dr Sobotha:  Make know mistake Sir, my sister is not a child.  ::Crosses his arms::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
*Dr Sobotha*:  I'm sorry you must have the wrong number, there is no Lt Missy here.

Host Doctor_Sobotha says:
ACTION: Sobotha grabs his chest and collapses to the floor.

CMO_Qui says:
<Dr. Inn>:: Walks down the hallway and sees someone else in the CMO's office ::   CEO: Sir!  Can I help you?

CTO_Turnbull says:
CMO:  About 4 hours ago.  I was nearing the end of my shift and thinking of eating then.

OPS_Mushgrave says:
<TR Chief>  ::Taps his console:: CMO:  Medical emergency to TR 1 !  Stat!

CSO_Tsalea says:
XO:  I believe I will allow you your family time.  I would appreciate if you took my daughter all with you though, so I might attend the seminars.

OPS_Mushgrave says:
<TR Chief> ::Rushes over to the Doctor.::

CEO_Burke says:
::sets his tool kit down on the desk and sits down in the CMO's chair and starts working on the console - looks up::  Dr. Inn:  Just taking care or a repair request.  ::smiles and goes back to work::

CMO_Qui says:
CTO: Thinking?   ::Raises an eyebrow ::   Thinking and actually eating are two different things, Commander.  Did you eat?

Host Johnson says:
::kneels down beside Sobotha and checks his pulse::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::smiles:: CSO : Sure.. Three devils or four, makes no difference to me..

CMO_Qui says:
<Dr. Inn>:: Looks quizzically at the CEO, shrugs then leaves ::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
CSO : And.. Have fun... :chuckles::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
<TR Chief> Dr Johnson:  I've called for medical help.

CTO_Turnbull says:
CMO:  Yes, I did.  Quite heartily.  Though I confess I don't much feel like it at the moment.

CMO_Qui says:
:: Continues to scan the CTO, concern on her face ::

Host Johnson says:
TR Chief: It's his heart.  We need help now!  He'll die!

CMO_Qui says:
CTO: What did you eat?

CSO_Tsalea says:
::nods::  XO:  You as well.

OPS_Mushgrave says:
<TR Chief> CMO:  DOCTOR!!  Medical Emergency, Transporter room 1 !

CEO_Burke says:
::starts to hum while he adjusts some of the relays in the console, dropping tools on the desk as he works::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
CSO : You have the bridge.. I'm off to prepare for my R&R.. I'll pick up Larte at your quarters..

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::moves off to the TL::

CTO_Turnbull says:
::hears the incoming comm::  CMO:  I had a roast beef sandwich, terran coffee, and a glass of fruit juice, doctor.  

OPS_Mushgrave says:
<TR Chief>  Dr Johnson:  Forget this, I'll initiate an emergency beam out.  ::Locks onto Sobotha and transports him right into sickbay.::

CMO_Qui says:
:: Hears the medical emergency... ::   CTO: I have to run...  Phyllis: Take over here please!   :: Grabs her medkit and hits her combadge ::   *TR Chief* Transport me directly there

CTO_Turnbull says:
::hops off the table::  CMO:  You need help to bring someone in?

CSO_Tsalea says:
XO:  Acknowledged.

Host Johnson says:
::steps back as Sobotha transports and picks up his bags::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
<TR Chief> CMO:  He should be in sickbay now.

Host Johnson says:
TR Chief: Can you send the rest of us down please?  Someone needs to handle the conference.  Sobotha was in charge of it.

CMO_Qui says:
<Dr. Inn>::  Takes over for Dr. Qui...reading the tricorder ::  CTO: I don't think you have anything to worry about...you have Thelusian Flu.  You are confined to quarters for 48 hours.

Aurora says:
::Nabs her son as he runs past her in their quarters to make sure he has his shoes on the correct feet.::

CMO_Qui says:
*TR Chief* Thank you...  :: Sees the body materialize ::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
TL : Deck 2..

OPS_Mushgrave says:
<TR Chief> Dr Johnson:  No problem, I've got the clearance now.  Believe me Doctor I wasn't joking about that.  If you all would step up to the PADD and I'll transport you.

CTO_Turnbull says:
::stands off to the side and out of the way so the medical staff can go to work on the incoming::  CMO:  Very good, doctor.  ::leaves sickbay and goes directly to his quarters::

CMO_Qui says:
:: Goes to the body that materialized on the bed and begins scans ::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::as the TL whirs to a stop, steps out and moves to his quarters::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Sees the message from Doug on her console.:: Self: Ack! ::Feels kinda bad about giving Sobotha a hard time.::

Aurora says:
Daniel:  If you don't stand still, I will leave you here.  You know your father likes things in order.

Host Johnson says:
TR Chief: I understand. ::moves back to the transport padd::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Taps her console:: *XO*:  Cmdr, Dr Sobotha has been transported to sickbay, possible heart attack.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::almost up to his quarters door, stops in his tracks:: *OPS* : How serious?

Host Johnson says:
ACTION: The team of Scientists beams safely to the planet.

CEO_Burke says:
::finishes repairing the console, it was only a minor thing, and packs up absent-mindedly leaving behind one of his tools in the CMO's chair.  As he exits he notices all the hub-bub going on in SB and decides to get out of the way as fast as he can::

CMO_Qui says:
:: Mutters to herself... ::   Self: What is going on here?   :: Continues to scan... ::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
*XO*:  That I don't know.  It was serious enough that my brother didn't wait for the medical people to arrive and he did an emergency transport.

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
::receives a report that the Paula Greene is in orbit::

CMO_Qui says:
:: Reads the tricorder scans and sees it's the heart ::

CSO_Tsalea says:
::Notes the successful beam out and continues review the schedule for the seminars she will attend.::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::frowns:: *OPS* : You know.. I was about to leave the ship for R&R... Have Cmdr Tsalea keep an eye out for that situation, and to warn me when there are developments.. I'm not going to back out on my family's day out now..

CEO_Burke says:
::makes for the TL deciding to stop on the bridge while he is out.  Likes to make an appearance every so often::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
*XO*:  Understood Sir. If anything else develops I'll inform you.  Mushgrave out.

Aurora says:
::Changing the shoes, she lets him go and turns to braid Jadis' hair.::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
*OPS* : Amendoeira out.. ::taps comm badge, and takes it off, entering his quarters::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Turns in her chair.:: CSO:  Did you overhear my conversation with Cmdr Amendoeira?

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
Self: I wish I didn't have to do this.

CTO_Turnbull says:
::enters quarters and replicates a glass of orange juice, then lies on the sofa::

CSO_Tsalea says:
::Turns to OPS with an eyebrow, realizing she would have to view the seminars through reports::  OPS:  Yes, I did.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::catches Daniel as he tries to flee through the door:: Daniel : Whooooww.. Where are you going in such a hurry?

CSO_Tsalea says:
OPS:  Have sickbay keep us informed.

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
COMM:Paula Greene: This is Nutan, Prime Minister of Modara.  I need to speak with Captain Madred.

OPS_Mushgrave says:
CSO:  Just so you know we have no word from sickbay.  I'll let them know.

CMO_Qui says:
Phyllis:  Get the cardiostimulator ready...he's starting to defib...

CEO_Burke says:
::arrives on the bridge and looks around at the skeleton crew on duty::

Aurora says:
::Looks up and points to the kitchen::  XO:  If you can grab the basket, along with your son, we are almost ready to go.

OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Taps her console once again.:: *CMO*:  Doctor, please keep the bridge updated on the status of Dr Sobotha.

CMO_Qui says:
<Inn>:: Goes quickly for the cardiostimulator ::

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
::sits at his desk tapping his fingers::

CMO_Qui says:
*OPS* Acknowledged...AFTER I get him stablized!

CSO_Tsalea says:
OPS:  Inform the Prime minister that the captain is currently unavailable.  How might we assist him?

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::smiles at Aurora:: Aurora : Well, one thing's already taken care of.. I'll take the basket once I get changed... ::puts Daniel down on the floor, and hears for the bedroom::

CMO_Qui says:
:: Works to cut away the clothing on the Sobotha ::

CEO_Burke says:
::raises an eyebrow as Julie seems a little flustered at her station - walks over next to Tsalea::  CSO: Are we having fun up here or what?

OPS_Mushgrave says:
CSO:  Of course.

Aurora says:
::Finishing the tie off with a piece of leather, she calls out to Shey::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
COM:Prime Minister:  This is the USS Paula Greene.  I regret to inform you that the Capt is...ummmmm....indisposed.  May I help you?

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
COMM: Paula Greene: If the Captain is unavailable then I need to speak with your Executive Officer.  Please, this is quite important.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::quickly strips the duty uniform, and get some civilian clothes from one of his drawers::

CMO_Qui says:
:: Sees Sobotha go into cardiac arrest... ::   Self: Damn!  Phyliis!  Where's that stimulator?

CMO_Qui says:
:: Gets a hypo and looks at the contents ::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
COM:Prime Minister:  Well... he is...hmmmm not on the bridge.. Would Cmdr Tsalea do?

CSO_Tsalea says:
::With her arms crossed behind her, waits for the reply::

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
COM: Paula Greene: Can he beam down to my office?  This is much too important to discuss on an open channel. ::taps his fingers on the desktop::

CEO_Burke says:
::shrugs and moves over to the engineering console, pulling out the little chair as he sits down::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
COM:Prime Minister:  I'm sure SHE would be happy too.  ::Looks at the Cmdr.::

CMO_Qui says:
:: Presses the hypo to Sobotha's neck as Dr. Inn returns ::

CSO_Tsalea says:
::Raises an eyebrow at Mushgrave::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::quickly gets his civilian clothes on, and puts his comm badge in the trousers' pocket::

CMO_Qui says:
:: Preps the patient...just in case the hypo doesn't work ::

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
::face pales:: COM:Paula Greene: Oh please forgive me.  I had no idea.  Yes, I will await HER arrival.

OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Shrugs at Cmdr Tsalea::  CSO:  Sorry ma'am.  ::Winces at the reply.::

CMO_Qui says:
:: Runs the tricorder again over Sobotha ::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
COM:Prime Minister:  I'll need some coordinates to transport her Sir.

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
COM:Prime Minister: Oh yes, yes, they are coming now. ::sends the coordinates up:: Here they are now.

CSO_Tsalea says:
OPS:  I would not be adverse to your joining me.

CMO_Qui says:
Inn: We have to do it now...  :: Watches as Inn takes the paddles and places them on Sobotha's chest ::

CMO_Qui says:
All: Clear!

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::heads out the bedroom, and picks up the Picnic basket, along with Daniel:: All : Alright.. Are we ready to go? ::looks around:: Where is Shey?

CMO_Qui says:
:: Sees the power jolt the body while she continues to scan... ::

CEO_Burke says:
::logs in his repair as he listens to the happenings on the bridge::

CSO_Tsalea says:
::Reaches into her station for her usual gear and slips them around her person.::

CMO_Qui says:
Inn: Again.  All: Clear!

OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Sees the coordinates appear on her console.::  CSO:  Of course Ma'am..  Hmmmm shall we go down armed.  The Prime Minister seems a little twitchy.  ::Stands up from the console.::  
I've got the console programmed to transport us right from the bridge since it's so urgent.

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
ACTION: The scientists begin gathering at the Modaran conference theater for the first session.

CMO_Qui says:
:: Sees the body jump again as the power surges through... ::

Aurora says:
::Looks around behind him as Shey walks out with a blanket::  XO:  Behind you.  What about Larte?

CMO_Qui says:
:: Looks at the tricorder...and sighs... ::  All: Good...we have a steady pulse.

CSO_Tsalea says:
OPS:  Standard procedures.

CMO_Qui says:
<Inn>: What caused this, Doctor?

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
::stands and paces around his office::

CSO_Tsalea says:
CEO:  Report to the bridge.  You will be in charge.

OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Reaches under her console and pulls out her phaser and tricorder and attaches them to her hip.:: CSO:  Ready...beginning transport. ::Initiates transport::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
Aurora : How do you know about that? ::shakes head:: We'll pick her up at the Madred's quarters...

CEO_Burke says:
::turns around:: CSO: Okay  ::thought Vulcans were supposed have good hearing and all that::

CMO_Qui says:
:: Still scanning Sobotha ::   Inn:  Looks like the good Doctor here has been under a great deal of stress.   :: Glances up at Phyllis ::

Aurora says:
::Smiles::  Because Tsalea is second officer.  You have no intention of getting out of this picnic after your promise to the kids and Jafo is down and out.  Deduction.

CMO_Qui says:
<Inn>:: Nods in understanding... ::  CMO: That's not good, doctor.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::starts walking out the door:: All : Let's go family.. Fresh air and warm sun await us..

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
Self : I hope...

CEO_Burke says:
::watches the two of them shimmer away::

CTO_Turnbull says:
::drinks juice and begins to sweat::

CMO_Qui says:
:: Smiles at Phyllis... ::  Inn: Never is...especially with the elevated levels I'm reading here.

OPS_Mushgrave says:
@::materializes in the Prime Ministers office.::

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
ACTION: Several scientists mill around just outside the theater waiting for associates to arrive.

CEO_Burke says:
::closes out the engineering station after signaling someone to come get his tool kit and takes the big fluffy center seat::

CMO_Qui says:
Inn: Settle him in.  I'll report to the XO his condition.

CMO_Qui says:
<Inn>:: Nods and gets moving ::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@::Looks around the room curiously::

CMO_Qui says:
:: Closes her tricorder, places it in her pocket and leaves sickbay ::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::heads for the nearest TL:: All : Soo.. How are you all doing?

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
@CSO: Commander Tsalea?

OPS_Mushgrave says:
@::Stands back waiting for the Prime Minister to speak.::

CEO_Burke says:
::gets a report from the TR that the transport was successful::

CSO_Tsalea says:
::Turns to the Prime minister with a nod::  PM:  This is Lt. Mushgrave.

CMO_Qui says:
:: Pauses a moment, presses a panel on the wall... ::  Computer: Location of Commander Amendoeira?

OPS_Mushgrave says:
@::nods at the PM::

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
::moves around the desk quickly and pulls out to chairs for the ladies:: CSO/OPS: I hope Doctor Sobotha didn't cause you too much trouble.

CTO_Turnbull says:
:: staggers to bed and collapses on top of it::  Computer:  Raise temperature, Vulcan standard.  ::falls asleep::

Aurora says:
::Three voices start talking at Tealk at once, as She smiles on::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
PM:  I'm sorry Prime Minister, I guess nobody told you yet.  Dr Sobotha has had a heart attack.

CSO_Tsalea says:
PM:  He was his... usual self as I understand it.  He is also currently located in our sickbay.

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
@OPS: That doesn't surprise me.  He has been leading a team trying to find a cure for a very deadly plague.

CMO_Qui says:
Computer: Commander Amendoeira is in a turbolift...

CEO_Burke says:
::notes that Sickbay hasn't reported in for a bit::  *Sickbay*: This is the bridge.  Can I get an update on the Doctor's condition please.

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
@CSO: Is he okay?  I hope your doctor was able to stabilize him?  His personal doctor is here if he is needed.

OPS_Mushgrave says:
@Prime Minister:  A difficult task I'm sure.  As dedicated as he is, I bet he has been working around the clock.

Aurora says:
::Stopping at the Madred's quarters she starts to chime it, stepping back in time as one blue Bolian teenager slips out the door::

CMO_Qui says:
:: Tilts her head slightly ::  Self: And I get a funny computer response...sheeze!

OPS_Mushgrave says:
@::now is feeling really bad about giving him a hard time.::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@PM:  I believe our doctor has him under her care.  However, if you would mind sending up his physician, he can probably assist her.

CEO_Burke says:
::gets comfy and crosses his legs - Kieran could get used to this::

CMO_Qui says:
<Inn>*CEO* Sir, Dr Qui is reporting to the Executive Officer...but...well, Dr. Sobotha is stabilized and resting at the moment

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
@CSO: The plague is what I wanted to talk to you about.  How do I put this.....your Captain didn't allow Sobotha to bring his supplies with him I understand?

Aurora says:
Larte:  Looks you are set.  Ready to go?

CMO_Qui says:
:: Walks back into sickbay as Inn reports ::

Aurora says:
<Larte> ::with a nod, slips back to Shey and starts whispering to her.::

CEO_Burke says:
*Dr. Inn*: Great, I'll make a note of that.  Thanks.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::puts Daniel down for a second:: Aurora : I'm getting to old for this...

CMO_Qui says:
<Inn>:: Looks over to Kehari ::  CMO: The bridge requested a status report on Dr. Sobotha.

CEO_Burke says:
::sends a text message to Julie's tricorder "Doctor stabilized and resting"::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@::nods her head::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
@::Begins fidgeting since she was the one of stopped the transfer albeit on the Capt's orders and it was after all a unauthorized transport.::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
@CSO:  I maybe able to explain that since you weren't on the bridge at the time.

Aurora says:
XO:  Old?  You?  ::Her eyes twinkle with mischief::

CMO_Qui says:
:: Nods ::  Inn: Ah...okay.  Good.  :: Shoulders sag a bit with relief and she moves to the biobed where Sobotha lies ::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@OPS:  Please.

Aurora says:
::Watching as the 'twins' start to argue, she lays a hand on each shoulder and guides them into the turbolift::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
@CSO/PM:  Dr Perry, I believe his name was, never showed up to SB 71.  As a result when Dr Sobotha sent the roster of his scientists to the Paula Greene, his name wasn't on it.  The good Doctor waited for a good three days.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::walks with his family:: Larte : So.. Larte... How are you doing?

CMO_Qui says:
:: Looks at the readings above the biobed and sighs not hearing Inn walk up behind her ::   <Inn>: Take a breather, Doc...I'll keep an eye on him.

CEO_Burke says:
::makes a note in the log and waits::

Aurora says:
<Larte> ::Looks up::  XO:  Fine sir.  Though I do not think I want to be a mathematician.

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
@OPS: Yes, that is what my report from Sobotha says.  Perry was excluded from the team but the supplies were desperately needed.

OPS_Mushgrave says:
@CSO/PM:  Dr Perry showed up at the last minute and tried beaming equipment and stuff onto the ship without authorization and when we checked with Dr Sobotha, he said Dr Perry was not part of the team so we denied his transport.

CTO_Turnbull says:
::wakes and realizes his door is still unsecured::  Computer, Secure door, Security level 10.  ::passes out::

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
@OPS: I have made arrangements to have those supplies brought here via private charter.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
Larte : Call me Tealk, Larte... I'm off duty.. ::smiles::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
@CSO/PM:  At no time during this transport did Dr Sobotha tell us that the supplies were needed.

Aurora says:
<Larte> XO:  Yes Uncle Tealk.

CMO_Qui says:
:: Nods at Inn and returns to her office. Sits in her chair then hits her combadge ::  *XO* Dr. Qui to Commander Amendoeira...

CSO_Tsalea says:
@PG: Then that has been dealt with.  There was something of import you wished to discuss with us in person?

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
@CSO: Unfortunately it will be 3 days before they arrive.

OPS_Mushgrave says:
@::Sits back in her chair and crosses her legs.::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@::nods her head in acknowledgment, listening::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::frowns as he hears his comm badge chirping... considers whether to pick it up or not.... finally, gets it from his pocket and taps it:: *CMO * :This is Amendoeira..

CEO_Burke says:
::starts looking about the bridge, all of the officers quietly going about their duties.  Not much going on while the ship is in orbit.::  Self:  Humph

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
@CSO: Yes Commander, Tuapi fever.  ::takes a deep breath::

Aurora says:
::As the turbolift stops, she shepherds the group out, withholding a sigh::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
@::Raises eyebrows.::

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
@CSO: We have assembled some of the most brilliant scientific minds here.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
~~~ Aurora : I'm sorry, love.. ~~~

CSO_Tsalea says:
@PM:  Had looked forward to some of the discussions.

CEO_Burke says:
::uncrosses his legs and crosses them the other way::

Aurora says:
~~~~XO:  I know.  I am going to go ahead and take the children down. ~~~~

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
@CSO: Sobotha was bringing those samples in hopes that someone will be able to break through and find a cure.

CSO_Tsalea says:
@PM:  They will now be 3 days late.

OPS_Mushgrave says:
@PM:  What is the urgency.  The samples are going to be here, just a couple days late.

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
@CSO: While over 2,000 die each day from this disease.  Once the samples arrive and a cure is found, we need someone to take this cure to the badlands.

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
@CSO: Only a Starfleet ship has the armament and speed to get their quickly and safely.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
~~~ Aurora : I'm still going with you... I'm sure Tsalea can handle things.. I just asked to be kept apprised of Dr. Sobotha's condition, that's all..~~~

OPS_Mushgrave says:
@::Winces because she knows what is coming.::

CMO_Qui says:
Inn: Phyllis...do you know where this came from?  :: Shows the tool to her ::

CEO_Burke says:
::uncrosses his legs and adjusts his position in the chair::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
*CMO* : Yes Doctor? Did you want something from me?

CMO_Qui says:
<Inn> CMO: I bet the CEO left it.

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
@CSO: I do not hold you responsible for the delay.  Doctor Sobotha has already written the necessary reports and sent them to the necessary people.

CSO_Tsalea says:
@PM:  The deaths are a regrettable affect of a misunderstanding.  As for our entering the badland that will be up to Starfleet command.

CMO_Qui says:
:: Looks at Phyllis questioningly ::

Aurora says:
~~~~XO:  I hope so love. ~~~~

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
@CSO: But you can help me with that.  That is why I wanted to speak to your Captain.  Starfleet will listen to you much faster than they will listen to me.

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
@CSO: Will you talk to them?

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::smiles:: ~~~Aurora : I've put off too many of these sorties.. Enough is enough..~~~

CMO_Qui says:
:: Hears her combadge... :: *XO*: Dr. Sobotha is resting quietly, but will not be able to attend the conference, sir.

CEO_Burke says:
<FCO Kno-Whan>  ::watches the CEO out of the corner of his eye.  Turns and makes eye contact with OPS EneeBodee as if to say "what the heck"::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
@PM:  Why don't you contact SFC yourself?  They must be aware of the situation.  Humanitarian aide is part of our Charter.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
*CMO* : She is out of danger, then?

CSO_Tsalea says:
@PM:  I can make no promises on their answers, but we will send them a message of your request. ::Nods at OPS::  However, why did you need our presence to make this request?

Aurora says:
::Enters the transporter room::

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
@CSO: Because there is something I need to show you.  ::stands and walks around the desk:: Will you come with me please?

CMO_Qui says:
*XO* At the moment.  We're keeping a close eye on him, sir.

CEO_Burke says:
::moves in the chair again::  Self:  Hrmph

CMO_Qui says:
:: Mouths a silent 'thanks to Phyllis' and returns to her office ::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@::Curiously stands and follows::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
@::Stands up and follows the CSO and PM:: CSO: Cmdr, what is she hiding?

CMO_Qui says:
:: Places the tool down on her desk then looks at her chair, then sits in it ::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::spots Daniel trying to hit Jadis:: Daniel : Daniel!! Stop it.. ::sighs:: *CMO* : That is good to hear... Thank you for keeping me apprised doctor.. Now, if you'll excuse me.. I have a date with my family and a picnic site down on the planet.. Amendoeira Out

CSO_Tsalea says:
@::Quietly::  OPS:  We will find out soon enough.

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
ACTION: The Prime Minister leads the CSO and OPS from his office.  They can see several tall, sterile looking buildings that comprise the Research Center.

CEO_Burke says:
::finally bolts upright and practically yells::  Aloud:  How the heck can they stand this?

CMO_Qui says:
:: Smiles at the XO's response as the combadge cuts off ::

Aurora says:
::Standing with the kids on the platform, she waits for her husband::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
@::Nods::  CSO:  I suspect we will.  Hopefully it's not patients with this plague.

CMO_Qui says:
*CEO* Dr. Qui to Lieutenant Burke

CEO_Burke says:
<OPS EneeBodee>  ::turns suddenly, thinking something is wrong.::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::puts the comm badge back on his pocket:: Aurora : There see? ::grins::

CEO_Burke says:
<FCO Kno-Whan>  ::stares on in disbelief::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@OPS:  Our presence would not be required for that.

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
@CSO: We have one patient here in stasis that has Tuapi.  However it had mutated over a dozen times now, hence the samples Sobotha was bringing.

OPS_Mushgrave says:
@Self:  I knew it. ::Mutters::

Aurora says:
::Shakes head::  XO:  Do not be surprised if Tsalea retaliates... in her own way.

CEO_Burke says:
::Kieran looks around and just smiles a bit, pulling down his uniform::  *CMO*: Yes Dr Qui  ::stumbles over the name a bit::

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
ACTION: Scientists are milling around the area, the conference being played on overhead monitors.

CMO_Qui says:
*CEO*: Chief...I believe I have something that belongs to you here in my office...?

CEO_Burke says:
::his brow furrows::  *CMO*: Doctor?

CEO_Burke says:
<OPS EneeBodee>  ::turns back to her console and makes a subtle twirl of her finger pointed at her head::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@PM:  If you wish to show us a patient, perhaps our doctor should be present.

CEO_Burke says:
<FCO Kno-Whan>  ::laughs silently::

CMO_Qui says:
:: Tries not to sound annoyed ::   *CEO*: Chief...there was a tool in my chair...that doesn't belong in sickbay.  Dr. Inn said she saw you in my office

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
ACTION: The Away Team is scanned unknowingly.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::leans over to give his wife a kiss before standing on the transporter pad:: Aurora : Don’t worry.. I can handle Tsalea..

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
@CSO: I just want you to see what is happening.  This is a little boy only 3-earth years old.

Aurora says:
::Her eyes dancing with laughter, she says nothing as she reaches for the 'twins' hands.::

CEO_Burke says:
*CMO*: Oh, Dr. Qui... the new Chief Medical Officer... okay.  Um, sorry if I left something.  Must have been all the craziness that was going on down there as I left.  I'll have someone pick that right up.

OPS_Mushgrave says:
@PM:  You don't have to go to these lengths to get our attention.  I don't see SFC denying your request for help.

CSO_Tsalea says:
@::nods, pulling out her tricorder::

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
@::enters one of the labs:: CSO/OPS: Just in here.

CSO_Tsalea says:
*CMO*:  I am going to be looking at an affected child.  I wish you to monitor all incoming data.

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
ACTION: A man in a white coat walks up to the group.

CMO_Qui says:
:: Calls up his files... ::  *CEO* Why don't you pick it up yourself, Chief...after your medical exam?   :: Sounds sweet and nice ::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
@::Enters the lab keeping the door blocked so the Prime Minister can't rush out if this is a trap.::

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
@Lorani: Ah, Mika good.  Ladies, please meet Doctor Mika Lorani.  Mika is one of the most wonderful minds we have.

CSO_Tsalea says:
@::Notes Mushgrave's move, but says nothing::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
@::Nods at the Doctor.::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@::nods her head::  Mika:  Doctor.

CMO_Qui says:
:: Places the CEO's tool in her pocket as she awaits his answer, knowing what she will hear... ::

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
@<Lorani> CSO/OPS: Nice to meet you.  Please excuse me.  I was just headed to the conference.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::seeing that everyone's ready on their transporter pads, nods at the TR chief:: TR : Energize

CTO_Turnbull says:
::wakes feeling like death warmed over and staggers to the replicator for more orange juice::

CEO_Burke says:
*CMO*: No can do Doctor, I have the bridge and I believe I just saw a call routed to you from Commander Tsalea, you might be too busy right now 

OPS_Mushgrave says:
@Lorani:  Why don't you wait..?  I'm sure Cmdr Tsalea may have some questions for you.

Aurora says:
%::Feeling the familiar tingling, smiles as they arrive on the planet, with nominal mishap.::

CTO_Turnbull says:
::downs a glass of juice and staggers back to the bed and passes out again::

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
@<Lorani> OPS: Perhaps it can wait.  I am to give the next lecture.

CMO_Qui says:
*CSO*: Acknowledged...   :: Connects medical to the CSO's tricorder ::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
@Lorani:  I'm sure it won't take long.  ::Smiles::

CMO_Qui says:
*CEO*: Than...later.  But you're NOT getting that back without a visit. Do I make myself clear?

CSO_Tsalea says:
%Lorani:  I would believe, under the circumstances, this would take precedent.  And as the Lt says, should not take long.

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
@<Lorani> ::turns back to the CSO: CSO: You have questions?

CEO_Burke says:
::wonders if that was a threat and just smiles... might be interesting to meet this new Doctor::  *CMO*: I look forward to it.

CMO_Qui says:
:: Watches the information scroll on her screen ::

Aurora says:
::Laughter ringing through the air, she smiles as the 'twins' dash off, the older girls shaking their heads::

CMO_Qui says:
:: Raises her left eyebrow as the CEO responds and the comm cuts ::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@Lorani:  I always have questions.  And as I am not familiar with this situation, your presence to clarify would be appreciated.

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
@<Lorani> CSO: Please, I have people waiting for me.  Perhaps you would like to join me?

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
ACTION: The CSO dematerializes from the group.

CSO_Tsalea says:
@Lorani:  Very much so.  However, one thing at a time...

Host Prime_Minister_Nutan says:
<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>

